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Report RECAP 
Catching Waves: Farmers Gauge Risk  
to Advance Water Quality in Iowa
SUMMARY 
Farmers face risks, real and perceived, to their  
production systems when adopting a new practice,  
and often need technical and financial support to  
counter those risks. In early 2017, the Center for  
Rural Affairs received funding from the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture (USDA) Extension Risk Manage- 
ment Education to survey Iowa farmers. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Farmer involvement is critical  
to jump start engagement in  
watershed projects.
Farmers are key to project planning and  
implementation by attending public meetings 
and serving on Watershed Management  
Authority boards. Local farm groups also  
help design watershed plans.

Farmers cite the threat of  
regulation as their biggest  
concern toward water quality.
Farmers would like to “take action”  
before they are forced to do so.

Figure 1. Sources of social pressure to manage for water quality on farm operations
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“Catching Waves: Farmers Gauge Risk to Advance Water Quality in Iowa,” a report published in 2018 by 
Katie Rock and the Center for Rural Affairs, can be found at cfra.org/publications/CatchingWaves.

VIEW THE ENTIRE REPORT:

Figure 2. Respondents’ beliefs about top production risks to their operation
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of farmers consider soil health when deciding on new practices to lower their risk. 

Additionally, 64.7% take retaining nutrients into consideration. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Continued

Weather, including more floods 
and droughts, is seen as the 
biggest risk to a farm operation.
Protecting soil health is known to be a way to 
protect against these risks while preventing 
erosion and improving water quality.

Trust is key.
Building relationships between 
watershed coordinators, landowners, 
farmers, and watershed board members 
takes time.


